La Bonne Auberge
COCKTAIL LIST
TASTE OF FRANCE
KIR ROYALE
£5.95
This iconic aperitif, a combination of Crème de Cassis and sparkling wine makes a great start to any meal
BLOODY MARY
£7.50
The ‘Roaring Twenties’ in Paris were one big party, so it’s no wonder they also gave birth to the world’s
most famous hangover cure
BETWEEN THE SHEETS
£7.50
A decadent combination of rum, cognac and triple sec rumoured to have originated in the heart of Paris’
infamous Pigalle disctrict
SERENDIPITY
£7.50
Described by its creator as ‘France in a glass’, this refreshing bubbly cocktail contains fizz, apple juice,
Calvados and mint
SIDE CAR
A Parisian classic served straight up consisting of cognac triple sec and lemon juice

£7.50

GIN COCKTAILS
FRENCH 75 or 77
Have this bubbly French classic the traditional way or with a splash of Elderflower

£7.50

FLORADORA
Pink gin, raspberry liqueur, lime juice and ginger ale make up this popular cocktail named
after a successful Broadway musical

£7.50

BRAMBLE
£7.50
Well balanced in its sweet and sour tones, this modern classic cannot be left out of any gin cocktail list
CUCUMBER COLLINS
Refreshing and citrusy is the best way to describe this combination of gin, lime and lemon juice,
gomme syrup and cucumbers

£7.50

CLASSICS
FRENCH MARTINI
£7.50
One of the main ingredients of this flamboyant fruity cocktail is a dark raspberry liqueur, the favourite
of none other than Louis XIV
STRAWBERRY AND COCONUT DAIQUIRI
Served frozen, our take on this fan favourite can simply be described as delicious

£7.50

RASPBERRY MOJITO
£7.50
Our take on this refreshing summer classic includes a little French touch of Chambord raspberry liqueur
ESPRESSO MARTINI
£7.50
Rich, indulgent and creamy. The perfect pick me up when you find yourself flagging after a sumptuous meal
MIMOSA/BELLINI
Sparkling wine topped up with either orange juice or a flavoured liqueur of your choice

£5.95

